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We encounter little marble in the modern garden. Due to the highWe encounter little marble in the modern garden. Due to the high
purchase price of this beautiful natural stone, the large-scale privatepurchase price of this beautiful natural stone, the large-scale private
use of marble is reserved for a single person. Small-scale use, such asuse of marble is reserved for a single person. Small-scale use, such as
a round garden table or bench, on the other hand, is realistic.a round garden table or bench, on the other hand, is realistic.

Marble in the garden - is that possible?Marble in the garden - is that possible?

As you might have expected, not every type of marble is suitable forAs you might have expected, not every type of marble is suitable for
outdoor use. For example, polished marble tops will not surviveoutdoor use. For example, polished marble tops will not survive
outside. That beautiful marble kitchen counter would not last a year inoutside. That beautiful marble kitchen counter would not last a year in
full sun or rain.full sun or rain.

This is because this type of marble can be damaged surprisinglyThis is because this type of marble can be damaged surprisingly
quickly if it is placed in the wrong place. Marbles such as Crema Europaquickly if it is placed in the wrong place. Marbles such as Crema Europa
and Seashell, however, can easily stay outdoors.and Seashell, however, can easily stay outdoors.

The natural look of marble remains intact while it becomes possible toThe natural look of marble remains intact while it becomes possible to
enjoy your favorite freestone in the open air. Click here to get enjoy your favorite freestone in the open air. Click here to get marblemarble
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Marbles with more texture can always perform better in the openMarbles with more texture can always perform better in the open
air. You will never encounter the real smooth marble tops outside.air. You will never encounter the real smooth marble tops outside.

Maintenance of marble when used outdoorsMaintenance of marble when used outdoors

If you are going to use marble outside, it is very important that theIf you are going to use marble outside, it is very important that the
marble is well maintained. Bad weather conditions can cause themarble is well maintained. Bad weather conditions can cause the
marble to look matte, dirty and hazier. By actively maintaining themarble to look matte, dirty and hazier. By actively maintaining the
marble you prevent this from being remedied.marble you prevent this from being remedied.

You do that maintenance by using the correct cleaningYou do that maintenance by using the correct cleaning
methods. Special natural stone cleaning agents help you to cleanmethods. Special natural stone cleaning agents help you to clean
marble and keep it clean for a long time. You can find marble and keep it clean for a long time. You can find marblemarble
handicrafts suppliers in Udaipurhandicrafts suppliers in Udaipur..

If due to severe weather conditions, stubborn stains or rashes can beIf due to severe weather conditions, stubborn stains or rashes can be
found on the marble, a mixture of soda and water (mixing until it is afound on the marble, a mixture of soda and water (mixing until it is a
paste) can help you remove this dirt. You will have to scrub a lot to getpaste) can help you remove this dirt. You will have to scrub a lot to get
stubborn dirt away, but a mix of water and soda ensures that everystubborn dirt away, but a mix of water and soda ensures that every
piece of marble is cleaned again.piece of marble is cleaned again.

Marble in the garden: from a marble garden table to wallMarble in the garden: from a marble garden table to wall
panelspanels

There are many ways to let marble play a role in your garden. TheThere are many ways to let marble play a role in your garden. The
most common is a marble terrace floor, which should, therefore, bemost common is a marble terrace floor, which should, therefore, be
unpolished marble that is suitable for rough and outdoor use.unpolished marble that is suitable for rough and outdoor use.

The outer walls can also be perfectly fitted with marble panels so thatThe outer walls can also be perfectly fitted with marble panels so that
a stately appearance can be achieved. Depending on the chosena stately appearance can be achieved. Depending on the chosen
marble types, walls can be given a completely personal experience.marble types, walls can be given a completely personal experience.

Garden furniture can just as well get a marble experience. A marbleGarden furniture can just as well get a marble experience. A marble
garden table or sofa is no longer crazy. The costs may rise, dependinggarden table or sofa is no longer crazy. The costs may rise, depending
on the budget you have for this.on the budget you have for this.
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Marble Handicrafts Marble Temple For Home | Gaj ArtsMarble Handicrafts Marble Temple For Home | Gaj Arts

AddressAddress Bhuwana Bypass, Near JainBhuwana Bypass, Near Jain
Temple, Stone Handicraft Market,Temple, Stone Handicraft Market,
BhuwanaBhuwana
Jaipur 313001Jaipur 313001
Rajasthan, IndiaRajasthan, India

Contact PersonContact Person Om Prakash JainOm Prakash Jain
Mobile NumberMobile Number
EmailEmail gajartsofficial@gmail.comgajartsofficial@gmail.com

Gajarts - One of the Best Exporter of Gajarts - One of the Best Exporter of Marble HandicraftsMarble Handicrafts and Marble and Marble
sanctuary for home from Udaipur, Rajasthan. We managing Marble Godsanctuary for home from Udaipur, Rajasthan. We managing Marble God
statues, Marble Human Figure, Animal Statues, and Rajasthani Modernstatues, Marble Human Figure, Animal Statues, and Rajasthani Modern
Arts. We are driving marble craftsmanship makers and providers inArts. We are driving marble craftsmanship makers and providers in
India and abroad.India and abroad.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/marble-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/marble-
handicrafts-marble-temple-for-home-gaj-arts-8735handicrafts-marble-temple-for-home-gaj-arts-8735
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